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Formation of chain and V-shaped structures in the initial stage growth of SiÕSi„100…
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New growth structures~chain and V-shaped structures! have recently been observed in scanning tunneling
microscopy studies of Si and Ge adatoms deposited on Si~100!. We have studied the basic building block, the
nature and the formation of these growth structures by using a combination of theoretical techniques including
the O~N! nonorthogonal tight-binding molecular dynamics and local analysis of the electronic structure. We
find that the interplay between the binding energy, diffusion barrier, and temperature is the key to the formation
of these structures.
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Thin film growth of semiconductor materials is a high
nonequilibrium process where the kinetics of growth play
crucial role in determining the growth structures. An und
standing of all relevant mechanisms influencing the grow
at the microscopic level is particularly important because
the current trend towards nanoscale fabrication of devic
Despite the strides made in thin film semiconductor techn
ogy, much remains to be understood on nucleation and
taxial growth mechanisms at a fundamental level. Ma
critical issues regarding the nature and the sizes of the st
nuclei for growth on Si~100! still remain open. For a bette
understanding of the thin film growth, recent theoretical a
experimental investigations have focused their attention
studies of the early stages of growth.1–8

In the initial stages of growth corresponding to low co
erages of adatoms, scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!
experiments of Si/Si~100!,5 Ge/Si~100!,6 and Si/Ge~100!
~Ref. 7! have revealed a new type of growth structure n
room temperature. This growth structure appears as a c
of ‘‘adatom units’’ with the chain intersecting the substra
dimer rows obliquely at a specific angle. These ‘‘adato
units’’ are located in the trough of the substrate. These st
tures are abundant and stable near room temperature.
are structurally different from the previously found dilut
dimer rows, which intersect the substrate dimer rows a
right angle. Furthermore, the dilute-dimer row structure
predominantly observed above room temperature
(;400 K). Most importantly, the chain and the dilut
dimer-row structures behave very differently when the po
ity of the bias voltage is reversed in the STM experime
The chain structure is found to be faint in the filled-sta
image and bright in the empty-state image, similar to
behavior of monomers on the Si~100! substrate. In contrast
the dilute-dimer-row is found to be bright in both situation
Based on this experimental result, Qin and Lagally6 had sug-
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gested that the basic building unit of the chain structure
perhaps, not a dimer, but a pair of atoms. This would a
imply that dilute-dimer-row and chain structures, in additi
to being structurally different, are also electronically diffe
ent entities. In addition to the chain structure, V-shap
structures have also been observed for Si/Si~100! ~Ref. 5! at
room temperatures and low coverages.

In this communication, we aim to understand~i! the na-
ture of the basic-building unit of the chain and V-shap
structures, namely, whether they are dimers or a pair of
oms, ~ii ! the bias dependence of the STM images of th
structures, and~iii ! conditions for the formation of thes
structures in the initial stage of growth of Si/Si~100!.

The modeling of the low coverages (;0.01 ML) of
Si/Si~100! in the study of the initial stage of growth require
a large surface cell. This requirement makes the total ene
and force calculations rather expensive using first-princip
molecular dynamics~MD! schemes. On the other han
tight-binding based MD can handle larger systems thanab
initio MD, while, at the same time, incorporating explicitl
the quantum mechanical description of electrons.9,10 In this
work, we employ an order-N„O(N)… MD scheme based on
nonorthogonal tight-binding~NOTB! Hamiltonian.11

Slab models of appropriate sizes for the different geo
etries of the reconstructed surfaces of Si~100! are first set up.
The sizes of the slab are chosen so as to ensure that
size effects such as image-image interactions are sm
Typical sizes used in our calculations range from 434 to
838 in the lateral direction and from 12 to 24 layers in t
z direction. The bottom of the slab~2–4 layers! are fixed at
their bulk positions as determined by the NOTB-MD (a
55.46 Å), while the rest of the system~including adatoms,
if any! are fully relaxed. The total energy of the slab calc
lated via the NOTB Hamiltonian of Menon an
Subbaswamy12 is minimized using the molecular dynamic
4421 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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4422 PRB 61BRIEF REPORTS
based annealing and quenching techniques. Typically
simulation is stopped when the energy fluctuation is less t
0.01 eV over 100 time steps. In our calculations, we fou
the correct trend for the ordering as well as values of surf
energies for all the commonly studied reconstructed surfa
of Si~100!.13–15 For example, the surface energies of t
131 relaxed, 231 symmetric, 231 asymmetric,p232,
and c432 structures were found lower than the bul
terminated case by the following amounts: 0.02, 0.93, 0
1.0, and 1.01 eV/atom, respectively. Furthermore, the bu
ling angle of the tilted dimers on thec432 reconstructed
surface is found to be 16.9 degrees, which also agrees
well with the ab initio result of 17.5 degrees.15 The bond
length of the dimer on thec432 surface is found to be
2.38 Å, which is somewhat larger than theab initio result of
2.29 Å.15 The experimental measurements of the dim
bond length are inconclusive so far, suggesting a value
tween 2.20 and 2.45 Å.16–18

Although the NOTB Hamiltonian of Menon an
Subbaswamy12 predicts the correct structural properties f
Si~100!, it does not yield the correct charge transfer from t
lower atom of a buckled dimer to the upper atom. It predi
a charge transfer of about 0.8e which is much larger than the
experimental estimate of 0.33e.19 To correct for this excess
charge transfer, we have incorporated an on-site Hubb
term which is given byU(Qi2Zi), whereQi is the valence
electronic charge associated with sitei, and Zi is the total
charge associated with the valence electrons of an isolate
atom (Zi54). In our calculations, we have chosenU
53 eV, a reasonable value based on a previous tight b
ing study of Si~111!.20 The modified NOTB Hamiltonian
yields a charge transfer of 0.3e, in good agreement with the
experiment. Although the reduction of charge transfer affe
the local binding energy, we found that the surface ene
changes by an amount less than 0.01 eV/atom. There
this does not lead to any changes in the reconstructed s
tures of clean Si~100!.

The modified NOTB Hamiltonian was used in our subs
quent studies on the adsorption of Si adatoms on the Si~100!
surface. A self-consistent calculation is performed at e
MD step until fluctuations of charges are less than 1026e per
atom. The adsorption of a monomer on Si~100! has been
studied extensively in the past.21–24The global minimum and
various local minima have been carefully examined.21,23 In
our MD simulations, we found that for a monomer, the m
favorable adsorption site is situated between the dimer r
of the c432 structure and on top of a second layer ato
referred usually asM site ~e.g., see Ref. 22!. This result is in
agreement with both the experiment2 and ab initio
results.21,23,24

We next performed MD simulations for two silicon ad
toms placed in the trough between the substrate dimers o
c432 surface of Si~100!. It is known from the experimen
that the adsorption of such an ‘‘adatom pair’’ breaks t
symmetry of the underlying substrate by interrupting t
‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ buckling of the dimer rows on whic
the adatoms reside.5 To accommodate this reconstruction a
to allow for the relaxation of substrate atoms in the vicin
of the adatom unit, a large surface unit cell must be use
the calculation. In our MD simulations, we used a slab
size 838312. The size of the simulation cell used in o
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calculation is larger than those used in recent studies of s
lar systems.10,15,22–24Figure 1 shows the results of our MD
simulation for two adatoms placed in the trough. In this fi
ure the break inc432 symmetry and the rearrangement
substrate atoms for the dimer rows flanking the adatoms
be seen. Our simulation yields the equilibrium separat
between the adatoms to be 2.52 Å. Since this separatio
close in value to the equilibrium distance of an isolated
dimer, it suggests that the two adatoms in the trough
chemically bonded.

We examined the bond charge between the two adat
by performing a local analysis of the electronic structure
ing a method akin to Mulliken’s population analysis25 as
reported in Ref. 26. This bond charge is found to be 0.4e, a
substantial value compared with the bond charge of 0.5e for
bulk silicon.26 This confirms that the two adatoms are chem
cally bonded, i.e., they are indeed dimers~referred asC
dimer hereafter!.

We next address the issue whyC dimers appear dark in
the filled-state and bright in the empty-state images
STM.5–7 Since the brightness of the STM image is direc
related to the local electronic density of states~LDOS!, we
calculated the LDOS at the location of theC dimer. In Fig. 2,
the LDOS of an isolatedC dimer is shown as a function o
energy. It can be seen that the LDOS for theC dimer at and
below the Fermi energy (;26.9 eV) is very small, wherea
there is a broad pronounced peak above the Fermi en
that is centered around24.9 eV. Hence, theC dimer will
appear dark in the filled-state and very bright in the emp
state STM images.5

To further understand the nature of the pronounced p
above the Fermi energy, we have performed a local~i.e.,
orbital as well as bond! analysis of the electronic structure.26

FIG. 1. Top view of Si~100! surface with a ‘‘pair of adatoms’’
in the trough (C dimer!. Open circles: adatoms. Solid circles: to
layer substrate atoms. Diamonds: second layer atoms. Atoms
noted by larger symbols are higher than those by smaller ones.
antiferromagnetic buckling of thec(432) in the middle two rows
is interrupted by the adsorption of adatoms. Locations marked a
4, and 5 are the three tested positions of the third adatom as
cussed in the text. The growth direction of the chain structure
indicated by the line connecting the pairs of atoms ‘‘1–2’’ a
‘‘4–6,’’ respectively. The V-shaped structure is indicated by t
pair of lines in the figure.
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We found that the peak in the LDOS for theC dimer ori-
ented along thex direction has contributions mainly frompy
and pz orbitals, with the contribution frompx orbital
amounting to less than 10%. In other words, an adatom
the C dimer has little influence on the LDOS of the oth
adatom. Because of this feature, the brightness of thC
dimer in STM images will be similar to that of a monome
Furthermore, we found that the eigenstates contributing
the peak have antibonding characteristics arising ma
from ~a! the antibonding between atoms 1 and 2 of theC
dimer, and~b! the antibonding between one of the atoms
the C dimer and its two nearest-neighbor substrate ato
We have also found that there are no surface states due t
cleanc432 surface in the energy range of the pronounc
peak.

Having established the structure and nature of theC
dimer, we next consider the formation of larger adato
structures, in particular, the chain structure and the dilu
dimer row. As a first step towards studying larger grow
structures, we examine in detail the possible three-ada
structures. Using theC dimer as seed, we place the thi
adatom at a site marked either 3, 4, or 5~see Fig. 1! and
allow the entire system to relax~except the fixed layers at th
bottom! using theO(N)/NOTB-MD. For this relaxed sys-
tem, we calculate the binding energies corresponding to e
of the three-adatom configurations. DenotingEb( i ) as the
binding energy of a three-adatom configuration with theC
dimer at sites 1 and 2 and the third atom at sitei ( i 53,4, or
5!, Eatom as the energy of an isolated atom in vacuum, a
Esys the energy of the slab with three-adatoms adsorbed
have Eb( i )5Eslab13Eatom2Esys. Using Eb(5) as refer-
ence, we obtainEb(3)50.65 eV,Eb(4)50.15 eV, and
Eb(5)50 eV, respectively. Since site 3 has the high
binding energy, this will favor the formation of three adato
clusters at sites 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and hence w

FIG. 2. Local electronic density of states vs energy are sho
for site 1 of an isolatedC dimer ~solid line! and sites 1 and 2
respectively, of aC dimer in the chain~dashed and dashed-dotte
lines!. Note that for an isolatedC dimer, sites 1 and 2 are equiva
lent. Similarly, for a two-unit chain, sites 1 and 2 are equivalen
sites 6 and 4, respectively. The vertical dashed-dotted line indic
the location of the Fermi level (;26.9 eV).
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promote the growth of a diluted-dimer-row rather than
chain structure.

It is then puzzling how a chain structure as reported
experiments5,6 can be formed. Could it be that these stru
tures are kinetically favorable although they are not energ
cally favorable? To find the answer to this question, we c
culated the barriers to diffusion between sites. In the
calculations, only they component of the position coordinat
of the third adatom is held fixed for each sampling po
~separated by an interval of 0.1 Å) along a diffusion pa
while the other two components as well as the coordinate
the rest of the atoms in the system are fully relaxed. T
calculation yields the diffusion barriers between sites 3,
and 5 as follows:E(5→4)50.78 eV,E(4→5)50.93 eV,
and E(4→3)51.03 eV. Assuming that the diffusion rat
has an exponential dependence on the energy barrier,
K( i→ j );e2E( i→ j )/kBT, one can estimate the relative rates
diffusion between these sites at room temperature as:K(4
→5)/K(5→4)5331023 and K(4→3)/K(5→4)55
31025. Thus, it is relatively easy for the third adatom
reach site 4 from site 5, but it is much harder for it to mo
from site 4 to site 3~the lowest energy site!. In fact, the third
adatom will be trapped at site 4 for a period of time th
depends sensitively on the temperature. If the temperatu
not high enough, the third adatom at site 4 will have enou
time to wait for a fourth adatom to arrive at site 6. This w
lead to the formation of two units of the chain structure.
one definest r to be the average resident time for the thi
adatom at site 4,ta the average arrival time of a fourt
adatom at site 6, one would havet r.ta for the formation of
a chain structure andt r,ta for the formation of a diluted-
dimer-row. As temperature increases,t r decreases~the third
adatom can more easily reach site 3! and hence the formation
of a diluted-dimer-row will be favored over that of a cha
structure. This analysis clearly suggests that the competi
between kinetics and thermodynamics eventually dictates
type of large adatom structures found on Si~100!. The results
of our analysis is also consistent with the experimen
findings.5,6 It is also interesting to note that sinceta de-
creases with the increase of deposition flux, rapid deposi
of adatoms will favor the formation of chain structure
However, the effect of deposition flux on the formation
chain structures has not yet been explored experimental

We have also performed MD simulations of the two-u
chain structure with adatoms at sites 1, 2, 4, and 6, res
tively ~see Fig. 1!. We found that indeed this two-unit chai
structure is a local energy minimum configuration. We es
mated the difference of the adsorption energy of a fo
adatom chain and that of two isolatedC dimers to be ap-
proximately 0.2 eV. The bond length of theC dimer in the
chain structure is found to be the same as that of an isol
C dimer. We have also calculated the LDOS at the sites
the chain structure and they are shown in Fig. 2. The ove
feature of the LDOS is almost the same as that of an isola
C dimer, namely, the LDOS is very small at the Fermi e
ergy and has a very broad peak above the Fermi ene
Therefore, the chain structure, just as in the case ofC dimers,
will appear dark in the filled state STM images and bright
the empty state ones.5

Finally, we would like torationalizewhy the chain struc-
ture grows in a specific direction. To understand this, rec
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that the adjacent dimer rows of the cleanc432 surface of
Si~100! are correlated in an ‘‘antiferromagnetic manne
both along and perpendicular to the dimer rows. The pr
ence of aC dimer, however, breaks the symmetry of t
c432 surface, creating two faulted channels~shown as
shaded areas in Fig. 1!. In a faulted channel, the dimers i
the adjacent rows are buckled in the ‘‘ferromagnetic’’ co
figuration. Such an arrangement of the dimers is frustra
This frustration can be eliminated when a diffusing adat
flips the orientation of the buckling so as to restore the
rangement to the ‘‘antiferromagnetic’’ order which is the f
vored configuration. Therefore, we believe that an ada
may diffuse faster on top of the faulted dimer rows as co
pared to the unfaulted ones, as in the latter case the flip
tends to induce frustration. This facilitates the attachmen
the adatoms to theC dimer at location 4 and 6 and th
formation of two units of the chain structure~‘‘1–2’’ and
‘‘4–6’’ !. On the other hand, for an adatom diffusing on t
unfaulted dimer rows, i.e., those adatoms approaching thC
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dimer from below, there is no additional mechanism com
into play to lower the energy or favor its attachment to t
mirror site 48. As a result, the chain structure will grow i
the faulted upper half plane in a specific direction as sho
in Fig. 1. Note that once a two unit structure is formed, t
faulted channel will move to the right by one surface un
Continuation of the attachment of new adatoms will result
the formation of a larger chain structure. The same argum
applies to the formation of the chain structure to the left
the C dimer. The presence of both left and right faulted r
gions will eventually lead to the formation of a V-shape
structure as observed in Ref. 5.
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